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It is worthy of passing note that these hindrances are
chronicled as having been duties owed to husband, parent,
or master, but never to children. If the mother's need is
so great that she wrenches herself away from her children,
either it is recorded that the child is handed over to grand-
parents, or the fact of the sacrifice is merely stated:
* Home have I Ieft9 for I have left my world !
Child have I left, and all my cherislied herds.'1
Whatever the mother's feelings may have been in such
cases—and there are but one or two of them occurring in
the book—the custom of the sons continuing to live with
their parents after marriage seems to have been so prevalent
that the children would not have been left unmothered. In
nearly every case of a matron leaving the world, either no
children are mentioned, or they are provided for, or grown
up, or Death is mothering them.
For if Freedom drew, not less did Sorrow drive.
* Woeful is woman's lot! hath He declared—
Tamer and Driver of the hearts of men ?
and there are many erstwhile broken-hearted women who, in
these verses, tell of how they had found consolation. One
noteworthy point is that, not only is there not the faintest
suggestion of suttee, there is no case even of the widow
so greatly mourning the loss of her husband as one beloved
that she seeks comfort at the Master's feet. Where her
' lord72 leaves her to enter the religious life, she follows in
emulation, and enters it with the Bhikkhums; but if she be
widowed, she mourns either her impoverished lot, or she is,
as it happens, mourning for a child, or for kinsfolk, at the
same time. It is c Rachel weeping for her children because
they are not* that constitutes, far more than does the
bereaved daughter, sister, wife, or widow, as such, the type
of Mulier Dolorosa—
1	Ps. xviii.
2	Siimv, siimiko, $ati mean equally owner, lord, husband.
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